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Introduction

The current context is one in which many aspects of policy related to
children are being rolled back, or are under active consideration of re-
versal, with grave implications for children in marginalized communities.
The Union Cabinet has approved certain amendments the Child Labour
(Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986, that while banning the employ-
ment of children below 14 years in all occupations except entertainment,
allows for children between 5 and 14 years to “help” in family enterprises
after school hours and on vacations. The Juvenile Justice (Care and Pro-
tection) Bill 2014 proposing that juvenile offenders aged between 16 and
18 years be tried and punished as adults for serious offences. The Cen-
tral Advisory Board of Education has recommended the discontinuation
of the no-detention policy that was introduced in the Right to Education
Act 2009. The Delhi Government has recently called for an across the
board 25% reduction in the school syllabus upto class VIII, with reduc-
tion to be done in Classes IX to XII next year. While these changes can
be debated they represent a flux that cannot be seen in terms of pro-
gressive evolution.

While change is always welcome, it needs to be seen in the context of
the larger journey we are taking. In Ankur we often speak about the ben-
efits of “durational practice”. The continuities in Ankur’s intervention over
the years include location, the practice of drawing from the locality as a
resource and the basic premise of a constructivist approach to educa-
tion. We have also recognized that the challenge of durational practice
is how to prevent practices from becoming “a captive of the past and de-
generate into repeated activity.” The balance of continuity and change
can only be viewed in the perspective of building a living legacy. In this
Annual Report we would like to review the year and the past in terms of
the legacy we are building as an organization.

At Ankur we see the legacy being built up at three levels. At the basic
level there is a legacy of reflective practice that we leave with all our
practitioners who participate in any of Ankur’s programmes in a sus-
tained manner. The reflective practice is made up of three distinct as-
pects. Firstly practitioners move beyond passive consumption of cultural
and knowledge texts and become active listeners and critical readers.
Secondly as constructors of knowledge, practitioners speak and write
with an individual voice and draw resources from their lived context, their
reading and their imagination. And finally practitioners are able to project
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their voice by moving along generative communication spirals. In the three
decades of Ankur’s intervention the strength of this legacy has been
demonstrated with the self-published anthology Galiyon Se/Bylanes in
2002, then the publication through Rajkamal Prakashan of Behroopiya
Sheher in 2007, and the publication in English translation by Penguin Trick-
ster City. Yashoda Singh’s publication Dastak can be seen as an extension
of practice of that cohort of experienced writers, which numbered around
10 to 15 at the most active. Today the legacy of reflective practice em-
braces a hundred strong cohort of active writers, whose creative works
are stretching Ankur’s capacity to process and place their works.

This brings us to the second legacy Ankur is building – that of cultural and
knowledge artefacts. In the earlier paragraph mention has been made of
the publication of anthologies and books. Ankur’s practitioners have moved
into the pages of magazines and literary journals. In previous years Ankur’s
practitioners had written in the pages of First City and one issue of Aakar,
a leading Hindi literary journal, was made up of writings of Ankur’s practi-
tioners. In the current year Ankur’s practitioners are maintaining a regular
column entitled “Ghuspetiya/Intruder” in Hans, a leading Hindi literary mag-
azine and in Youth Ki Avaaz, a popular information portal for youth. The
aim is to build these published texts into a body of work that will shatter
the image of marginalized people needing to be delivered occupational
training and opportunity to enhance language skills for communication as
the only achievable objective. While building up the body of published work,
this year practitioners have explored different genre – including writing
ethnographic accounts, writing from imagination/fantasy and preparing a
screenplay. In the coming years we will seek to make the body of work
dense in number and varied in range.

Finally Ankur seeks to build a legacy of pedagogical practice that is not
limited by objectives designed from baseline studies, but inspired by the
infinite potential seen in each child. And a legacy of community interven-
tion that moves beyond the language of lack – what marginalized and
deprived neighbourhoods do not have, but seek to draw resources from
the community, learn from it and through collective practice build the in-
tellectual life of the working class locality. In the years before we have
sought to learn and share with others, we recognize the need to draw
the whole organization into documenting processes and learnings so we
can substantiate our intuitive approach of playing with opposites into an
explicit rendering of pedagogy/anti-pedagogy practice.

What follows is a report of the journey in 2014-15.
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1. Childrens' Programme

1.1 Learning Collective
6 to 10 year olds

The learning collective is a space where young children are helped to
enter the world of literacy by inviting them to bring the energies of their
speaking and listening into the world of reading and writing. Early practi-
tioners are only expected to listen to the stories of others and encouraged
to share their own stories as ‘budding storytellers’. The introduction to the
world of literacy is done through creating ‘collective creative works’ in
which each practitioner can read or listen to texts that they have con-
tributed at least one line to. Their first writings are seen as ‘story
seeds/katha beej’ representatives of a talent that needs to be both nur-
tured and challenged to grow. To enliven the conversations in the collec-
tives the young practitioners are encouraged to see the ‘neighbourhood
as a resource’ and they are encouraged to share their stores, collective
creative works and story seeds/katha beej to the ‘locality as the first au-
dience’. The ‘work’ of young children is to play. This is a theme that is fo-
cused on to underscore the right to play that children should have. 

Budding Storytellers

Though stories come naturally to children,
the confidence to narrate them comes with
practice. The children were invited to narrate
stories from their everyday life – their hiding
corner, something that happened at home,
what I saw today in the neighborhood, when
ma scolded me, what if I had a magic wand,
the class without the teacher, vacation at
grandma’s house, visit to the weekly haat, a
day without water, the hustle bustle of our
lane, when I felt scared and lonely, my
school-bag, lost and found, favourite things,
going to school, I had a dream etc. 

Children would narrate stories through pu-
pets. They created stories around pictures, newspaper cuttings, and their
artworks. They made stories collectively where each child contributed a
line in the making of story. They made picture storybooks;. They narrated
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the stories behind things. They completed un-
finished stories. They created stories around
words used in everyday life. They transformed
a poem into a story and improved their drafts
to create a rich story. Stories from primary
level language textbooks as well as children’s
literature were drawn upon, to draw out their
own stories and facilitate their practice of
being storytellers. They related similar inci-
dents or characters from their lives and local-
ity. They  imagined themselves as characters
of the story. The practice of story telling

helped children understand how a story evolves, and how stories could
be made around situations, incidents, things, and people

From oral and pictoral rendering of stories practitioners were encouraged
to write down their stories.

Collective Creative works 

The first written stories were created by the facilitator by collecting the
oral articulations of individual children, in response to open-ended ques-
tions. These collective creative works were then developed in the form
of posters, one-pagers and booklets. So the children could see them-
selves as authors as they recognized their contribution to the creative
work that they now were reading. 

Story Seeds/Katha Beej

The first individual articulations and writings of young
practitioners were developed as reading material in the
form of ‘story seeds/katha beej’. Works by individual
children in the form of posters, picture or text story-
books, that would serve as reading materials for the
collective motivating children to write further and share
these works at outreach events. The expanding archive
of their creative works reflects a range of themes, and
the original writings of children. Some of these

storsseeds were brought out in the form of  booklets such as -
‘Sounds’,  ‘A holiday’, ‘Desires’, ‘Magic wand’, ‘My grandmother’.  

Neighborhood as a resource

The lived context of the child is where they receive their first stimuli.
Children are encouraged to enliven the conversations at the col-
lectives with what they see and experience in the neighbourhood.

Ankur Annual Report 2014-15



If there were nameplates that spoke about the skills and abilities that re-
side in a working class localtiy the list would be very long – masons, me-
chanics, housepainters, sculptors, weavers,
tailors, cobblers, printers, potters, shopkeep-
ers, street vendors, junk dealers, laundry
service providers and so on. This world of
work is very close to the children, but rarely
do they do get a chance to draw upon it as a
learning resource.  Children interacted with
crafts persons and artisans of the neighbor-
hood such as cobblers, masons, those mak-
ing fishing nets and silbatta (grinding stones),
and shopkeepers such as stationers, electri-
cians etc. The potters from the neighborhood
were invited to conduct clay workshops with
the children. The practitioners intently listened
to them, and helped each other in making
their pieces. They interviewed keymakers
and people who make trunks, coolers and
cupboard. In the process they learnt from
them and established a rapport and respect
for them.

When the team approached the local munic-
ipal councilor for tree plantation at the park,
he arranged for saplings of neem and
mango and deputed to help. The children in-
teracted with the gardeners and learnt about
how to take care for the saplings, the amount
of water required, and how to protect the
saplings from animals. The gardeners came
to oversee the saplings later, and the children took care as well

There are individuals in families, who have a repertoire of stories and folk
tales, and who regale children by narrating them. Children shared
amongst themselves about such individuals in their families, and invited
them to tell stories to their peers at the collective. 

Locality as the first audience

The neighborhood is the first audience of the creative works of children.
The receptivity of the community towards the outpourings of children
enhances their confidence to engage in creative practice. Children read
out their stories in parks, lanes and bylanes, at the entrance of the
school. After listening to children’s stories a person who is a yoga in-
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structor came up and said that it was the first time he heard such stories.
He offered to teach yoga to children. A woman volunteered to help chil-

dren in craft activities, something that she
did in her college days.Youth sitting on the
peipheries showed interest in listening to
their stories. 

The practitioners of learning collective also
read out their stories at a nearby construction
site at which a hospital is coming up. The audi-
ence included the families of construction
workers and contractors. The contractor re-
marked that when children read out their own
texts, it motivates other children to write as well. 

The books authored by the practitioners
were launched in the community, When the
story booklet Ek kabutar was put up on the
outside wall of the young writer’s house, chil-
dren residing   around her house came and
started reading it. Her mother said that she
had never imagined that her daughter could
learn this much in such a short span of time. 

Freedom to Play

For children in a working class settlement,
who are not burdened with constant adult

supervision, play is relatively unrestrained. It makes for free exploration
of their world, as they find and make their play spaces and engage in
creative play. At the same time, the need for safe, open spaces for play
in a dense neighborhood, and time for play can’t be denied. It is important
that play becomes an integral part of everyday routine of all children.  

Around the theme of ‘Freedom to Play’, there
were discussions on what they play, where
they play and when, what are the play equip-
ments or games they have, what prevents
them from playing and what kinds of injuries
they have had while playing. The children
spoke of the games they like to play and
games they make. They shared how they
have limited spaces and equipments to play.
Most said that the parents want them to
study, work, eat and sleep, for they consider
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playing as a waste of time. The girls shared that their families refuse
them to play outside, saying that it is not safe. 

They played outdoor games of their choice, and learnt new games as
well. Each one also got a turn to be the facilitator of the game. The girls
had the opportunity to play games such as kabbadi, football, lattoo, mar-
bles, cricket that are usually played by boys. The boys had the opportu-
nity to play rope, stapu, games played usually by girls. Children played
indoor games, such as ludo, snakes and ladders, carom board, puzzle
games. 

A study cum play trip was organized to a public park, during the ex-
amination time, when children are often tensed up, and rarely do they
play. The children took their schoolbooks, sat in pairs, small groups
or by themselves to revise their lessons. Later they sat on the swings
and played different games. They expressed that it was wonderful to
study in the park – sitting on the grass amidst flowers, under the vast
open sky. 

Building a Legacy
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1.2 Club
10 to 14 years

The club is a space where children are en-
couraged to weave their living context with
the world of writing. The principles of neigh-
bourhood as a learning resource and locality
as the first audience continue to be in play in
all the collectives, but as the practitioners get
older their learning takes on the form of ex-
cavating knowledge or research. While circu-
lating texts they quickly move beyond the
locality. As writers, practitioners at the Club
have been encouraged to develop writing
within a genre. Interactions have been held

with practitioners to give them an opportunity of working with established
writers on the subject of writing and on issues of concern.

Making of a writer

Formal schooling is expected to enable young children acquire literacy.
However the school context is unable to draw on the energies of the chil-
dren’s oral world. Children struggle to write as they are discouraged to
use their own voice. In our practice getting children to write is achieved
by invoking in them a desire to write. When children who are new to
Ankur come to the collectives, they find it difficult to write. They express
the fear of being evaluated and found wanting. Therefore initially they
are only expected to listen, and share only if they feel the urge to share
their own thoughts. It is after listening in a group, and witnessing the
practice of linking lived experiences and felt emotions with words, sen-
tences and passages, that the desire to share their own thoughts, ex-
periences and emotions in writing emerges. Minor writing practices
done collectively also draw early practitioners towards writings, drawing
strength from the collective practice of the group. Minor writing prac-
tices include linking sounds with spaces, in this practice practitioners
in small groups visited and noticed sounds at bus stands, temples, out-

side the school, on road side, at tea stalls, lanes etc. They wrote pieces
based on telephonic conversations with siblings, parents, uncles, aunts
or friends or even strangers. They got a sense of how to build stories and
how a line could be a take off point for creating a story. They selected
words and lines from the newspaper and wrote pieces around them. They
wrote short pieces on themes such as - what they enjoy doing, special
family member/relative, our native place, favourite place in school, the back
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gate of the school, spaces of school, friends, silences, what does freedom
mean to me, dilemmas, difficult moments.They explored the meanings
of new words they encountered, and created short pieces around them.

In peer-to-peer sessions, termed Sehshala,
the experienced practitioners facilitated cer-
tain practices with the newer ones, such as
logging through sounds, images and smells;
exploring spaces through images.

The practitioners engage produced narra-
tives and texts and reflected upon the con-
tent that emerged. They reviewed their
creative work through self reflection and
feedback received from the facilitators, co-
practitioners, family and friends.

The practitioners had the opportunity to interact with noted writers and
editors to enhance their practice. The session with Sanjay Sahai, the
editor of Hans literary magazine, focused on how a story can be refined
and be readied for publication. The session with Vandana Raag, a writer,
focused on how to create and extend a story. Such workshops deepened
their desire to write with a rigor. Some of the practitioners are learning
the art of Dastangoi (traditional form of story-telling). 

Exploring Genre

The experienced writers are encouraged to extend their writing reper-
toire by exploring different genre. The two genres explored this year in-
cluded writing up research accounts, writing through imagination as a
first step towards writing fantasy.

Research and writing

Initially the research was into aspects of
everyday life and biographies of interesting
personalities in the locality. The research
happened by being a listener to numerous
stories, by being a keen observer and by
dialoguing with people with a sense of cu-
riosity. Through this research the practi-
tioners build a connection and an evolving
relationship with the people and places of
their locality, and expand their horizons.

Themes for research of everyday life  in-
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cluded themes such as kabootar chowk, godaam, lanes, the park at
night, wedding ceremony, weekly market, times of crisis, family al-
bums, laughter and humor, dairy, clinics. While researching the

theme, cold winter nights, the practitioner
visited sites where people gather and listen
to each others’ stories on cold night. They
heard and recorded in their texts, stories of
street children chatting after a day’s work,
women’s sharing while cooking at a sanjha
chulha, men’s discussions at a tea shop. 

Different types of personalities add to the fla-
vor life and relations and interactions in the
neighborhood. They researched jovial per-
sonalities, helpful personalities etc. 
Building on this the club devised a few re-

search projects constituting dedicated research teams. The research
topics chosen include weekly market (in Dakshinpuri done with the
Mohalla Media Lab), ‘Beyond Classroom: The Other Spaces in
School’, tension/tanav, play and children at work. 

While researching the issues concerning children at work, the prac-
titioners identified children of their own age, engaged in doing various
kinds of work, such as assisting at family shops or at stalls at weekly
markets, doing car repair work, rag-pickers, vendors etc, on how they
got engaged in the work, their daily routine, the problems and chal-
lenges they face etc and carried out in-depth interviews with them to
understand their lives – including their decision to take up work, daily
schedule, challenges, encounters at work, play and leisure.

Practitioners discussed the various dimen-
sions of the theme of Play. In the locality, the
practitioners conducted a survey with about
40 children, around questions such as where
they play, games they play daily, they find in-
teresting, games they play in school, when
they have been hurt while playing, friends
they miss at play. Are the places expanding
or reducing? How frequently do they play?
What are the curbs on playtime?  The re-
sponse to the survey indicated that places
available for play are contracting and the
curbs on play time come from study, work

and parents’ scolding. They discussed how play parks were becoming
parking spaces (jhadiyon ki jagah gadiyan) and how their play spaces
were either barren lands or narrow lanes. Lack of play equipment at
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school, in search of another play space, PT period at school, chang-
ing face of neighbourhood parks. The practitioners wrote a letter to
authorities for improving the park.

held on the issue of tension/tanav and the vulnerabilities faced by
children in preparation for them to embark on this research project.

The research involves rigorous discussion at the collective, where
the concerned practitioners share their observations and insights,
reflect upon the outcomes and identify pointers and themes for fur-
ther exploration. In the process, they synthesize the ideas of others
with theirs,.

Writing through Imagination

Writing fantasy calls for an understanding of how much we can allow
our imagination to run free and when we have to control it. Imagina-
tion helps us create new worlds and then forces us to follow the new
logic to establish credibility in the world we have created. The prac-
titioners have embarked on writing with their imagination with the
hope that they can create texts in the genre of fantasy.

Circulating Texts 

The practitioners are also encouraged to
create opportunities of circulating their texts
so they can understand how they need to
better project their voice. The practitioners
have built a culture of sharing their texts by
producing broadsheets, booklets, wall mag-
azines. The titles of some of the texts fea-
tured in the broadsheets were-‘Silence in the
atmosphere’, ‘Why did I go there’, ‘A call in
the evening’, ‘Someone else’s window’.

Understanding that their localities have a
stronger oral tradition practitioners created
different environments of listening. The prac-
titioners narrated their stories in myriad loca-
tions such as coaching centres, tea-shops,
private schools, at bus-stand, parks. The
readings were followed by lively interactions,
where listeners shared their stories. At the
writing festival held in bylanes of the locality,
the practitioners read out the writings from
Aakar and invited children to write as well.
People enthusiastically joined in these
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events. The materials and the events convey to the locality that the col-
lectives are a space for serious engagement and innovation. 

Workshops on Issues 

The theme of ‘Gender, sexuality and HIV/AIDS’ was explored with expe-
rienced practitioners, at a residential workshop, facilitated by Jaya Shri-
vastava. Starting from gender discrimination evident all around, the girls
were able to discuss patriarchy, masculinity and feminity, sexuality as an
integral dimension of life, and the risks associated with it. Through read-
ing creative writings, drawings, music, dance and film screening they ex-
plored the different dimensions. They promised to expand their
knowledge-base and share their learnings with friends and colleagues. 

The reflective practice at the collective, orients them to grapple with the
complexities and nuances of an issue.The resource person reamarked
that the maturity, openness and confidence of the participipants were re-
markable. 

Ankur Annual Report 2014-15
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1.3 Library
10 to 14 year olds

The library is a space where practitioners
connect their lived experience and their
imagination with the world of books. Practi-
tioners seek to build the intellectual life of the
locality by taking the library out of the con-
fines of the room to creating listening spaces
and reading corners in shared spaces. Prac-
titioners are also encouraged to find and ar-
ticulate their voice through writing and
project it by bringing their texts into circula-
tion. 

Taking The Library Out

Sound booth was setup where practitioners
read out their texts and invited other children
to narrate their stories.  Reading table was
put up outside the Library room, with chairs
around it. The children came and browsed
through the books.

Another event was held titled “Padhne ke
shaukeeno ke liye” Here people interested in
reading, were invited to read books of their
choice. Some were very fast to select the
stories, and said they liked long stories.
Some narrated what they were reading.  

Reading corners were created at the parks, and weekly markets.
Discussions were held with people as to what kind of books and
materials they read. When a reading corner was set up in the
park, mainly for women, the youth initially resisted, for they felt
‘their space’ was being taken away. But gradually they became
supporters and were the first readers of the wall magazine.

The practitioners were instrumental in inviting people to read. Some
of them joined the facilitator in addressing situations they encoun-
tered.They wrote descriptive accounts of the processes at these
reading corners.These events drew a mixed audience of residents
as well as others who come to the locality for work such as - beat
officers, vendors, bus conductors, stall owners, tailors,  cyber café
staff, hawkers, doctors,  medical attendants etc. also joined in.
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Making of a writer

Practitioners of the library participated in the sessions, facilitated by San-
jay Sahai, the editor of Hans literary magazine  and the writer Vandana
Raag, on the topic “Banna lekhak ka” (the making of a writer).

In their own collective, the practitioners dis-
cussed how they can draw upon the five
senses in reading and writing. Discussions
were held on different genres of writing –
story, play, memoirs, essays, poetry, trave-
logues, novels, diary, autobiography etc. The
practitioners delved into the library re-
sources to identify different genres. They
created anecdotes and stories around
words, lines, and situations from stories they
read. The practitioners selected those parts
of books that remained in their minds when

they had finished reading, discussed why those were particularly mem-
orable, and what associations they stimulated in relation to reader’s own
lived reality. They created word webs around selected words from books
and each others’ texts. They got into the practice of refining their creative
pieces through self-review and peer feedback. 

The texts of practitioners were compiled into a wall magazine and shared
with the community. The texts of three young authors of the library were
published in Hans literary magazine and drew favourable response. 

The practitioners learnt how to integrate text, images and sound and how
to use film as a medium to tell stories. Some of them engaged in script
writing.

The practitioners invited people of the neighbourhood, who write poetry,
diaries, stories or who are avid readers to the collective for a dialogue
on their creative practice.

Ankur Annual Report 2014-15
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2. Youth Programme

2.1 Young Women’s Collective  
14 to 24 year olds

The young women’s collective is a space that through the strength of
group solidarity allows young women to explore the world and build al-
ternative narratives for themsleves. While
working with the written text and other
media, the collective also explores the world
of livelihood. 

Opening up - the windows to their world

The young women hold within them a world
of experiences that reflects and shapes their
perspectives, questions and dilemmas. Varied
practices were used to draw out their experi-
ences and facilitate articulation and reflection.
They spoke and wrote about the moments
they steal for themselves in their tight rou-
tines, to send messages to friends, listen to songs, visit friend’s home,
read books, play games, draw, write diaries, make poetry collections. One
of the practitioners brought a recipe book that
she had created, that led to writing of recipes,
and then sharing of their experiences of how
they learnt to cook, their feelings about doing
kitchen work. On a map of Delhi, they marked
the places that they had visited and shared
their memories of visiting that place. The
practitioners scripted and prepared a play
based on their discussion on how their rou-
tines are affected by water. After watching
Mary Kom, a feature film based on the life of
the national level champion female boxer,
they discussed its different aspect such as
being asked to make tough choices, being taunted or supported for pur-
suing one’s dreams, and related these aspects to their life contexts. They
spoke of the everyday conversations at home; a major incident in life, dif-
ferent kinds of encounters with people. They made a word-web, of words
such as confidence, dreams, desires, choices, pressures, loneliness and
considered what these words mean to them. 
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Discovering strength around them

The practitioners undertook the theme, Dumdaar Ammiyan (Strong
Mothers), to get a learn about and appreciate their mother’s lives - their

childhood, their coming to and being in the
city, their skills, the turning points in their
lives, the decisions they had taken on their
own.Through the theme ‘Dumdaar Au-
ratein’(Women of Substance) they dialogued
with other women in their neighborhood,
who they felt were ‘women of substance’ –
women who have charted their way out of
challenging circumstances, who live life on
their own terms who support other women
in finding their bearings, and who demon-
strate resilience and resourcefulness.

Exploring avenues of the world outside

A city in transformation opens up newer work avenues that young women
from working class neighborhoods take up, despite the risks and chal-
lenges involved in treading  uncharted paths, to carve a new life for them-
selves. In this context, the young women who enter such work avenues
are a big resource for others, wanting to do so. The practitioners met up
of with young women working in call centres, internet café, dance
schools etc. to find out about nature of their work, what it demands, how
they attain new skills to take up the emerging opportunites, and the way
they navigate the city. The young women were invited to the collective to
conduct sessions with the practitioners on how to give an interview. The
mock interviews were recorded and discussed.

Creating a milieu receptive to alternative
imaginations

The community based practices and events
introduce young women to the community as
writers, storytellers, researchers, photogra-
phers. This interface between the young
women’s collective and the community, helps
build a climate that is supportive and con-
ducive for the creative practice and future
pursuits of young women.  These events be-
come occasions for the practitioners to en-
gage with and involve other young women of

their locality.
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A Mehfil was conducted on the terrace of one of the homes, in which the
practitioners shared their pieces amongst other women.Texts of practition-
ers led to lively debates, around gender roles and relationships.Dumdaar
Ammiyan (Strong Mothers) exhibition was put up in one of the lanes, based
on the interactions with mothers and photographic glimpses into their lives
– their journeys, their every struggles and highlights of their lives
.
In the bylanes of the neighborhood, the practitioners read out their sto-
ries about how the neighborhood had come into being. At one of these
sessions, a reporter of a local newspaper remarked that he was amazed
with the luncidity of their writings and litening to their text evoked appr-
ciation of the strengths and uniquess of the locality. 

At a meeting of the community women with a visiting doctor, the practi-
tioners read out their pieces on health and illness, bringing out how fam-
ilies experience and cope with sickness. At this the doctor commented,
that usually the doctors only see the patient but they need to see the
family as well, as illness affects not just the person but the whole family. 
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2.2 Mohalla Media Lab 
14 to 24 year olds

This is  a space that seeks to engage with youth around writing, re-
search, media and technology.

Exposure to technology and multi media

The initial focus in the lab was to open out the practitioners, know their
creative            interests and to introduce such practices that they find

new and creative. Some            practitioners
were interested in writing, some in drawing,
some in technology and yet    others in read-
ing – these diverse interests could give an
interesting shape to the collective. The prac-
titioners        discussed different themes,
wrote texts around them and then learnt to
type their texts on the computers. For exam-
ple, they were asked to share what do they
associate the word ‘special’ with – a special
day, a special photograph, a special conver-
sation, a special place, a special book, a
special dream. They discussed that the word

special is associated with things that attract us, that become a part of
our memories, for which we have a strong emotion. 

Many of the practitioners expressed an
interest in drawing. They were asked to work
on their drawings on gimp software. There
was discussion on what gimp is, and how to
work on it. For some working on the com-
puter itself was a new experience, for those
familiar with   computers, they learnt a new
software. The practitioners learnt to make
radio programs. 

Writing through images was a major compo-
nent of the practice at the lab. Some of the

activities included– describing photographs, imagining a story around a
picture, creating photo logs etc. A photographer from ‘Aaj ki Aawaj’, a
local newspaper, who was invited as a resource person for the sessions,
commented that “usually photographs are used as an evidence in writing,
but at this place images are being used to extend writing.” 

Team Based Research Projects
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To help develop the skills of practitioners in
doing research, dedicated teams were con-
stituted around specific research themes.
The themes include - ‘Weekly market’, which
is held in localities one day in every week;
‘Labor chowk and the city’, the space were
workers come to sell their labour; and       Di-
visions, exploring the various dividing lines
that exist in the locality.

Building Practitioner Network

Contact was established with former practi-
tioners of the lab, many of whom have fanned out into different profes-
sions throughout the cities, working as administrative persons, artists,
soft-ware engieners, call- centre-operators, salespersons, media-re-
porters, typists, dancers,       tutors, office receptionist, teachers, sound
mixers etc. Recollecting their      practice at the lab, they shared that
being at the lab expanded their self-confidence, articulation and vocab-
ulary, helped them in giving interviews and interact with a wide range of
people. Computer-skills acquired at the lab have been hugely beneficial
in their work. The past practioners expressed their interest in engaging
in the activities of the lab.

Kissabaag (The story park) 

The kissabaag series have been held at a neighbourhood park in the
evenings, where practitioners shared their stories, amidst their families
and community. Young and old, men and women, are coming to share
their stories amidst their own. Women who
usually do not enter a park during the evne-
ings, came in large numbers.

some of the comments from the audience in-
cluded - “These stories are so much like a
own stories, just that we have never written
them down.” “Their writings show how they
think about their experiences and the world
around them.” “One can see the locality and
the city through their writings”. Often people
write when asked by someone, but here
these young people are writing from their
own free will.” Someone who is a writer com-
mented, “When one writes about one’s family or neighborhood, one
needs to write responsibly. The writings show the regard that these
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young people have for their contexts.”

Discussions took place with people as to how would they like to imagine
the park, how should the park become a space for everyone and not just
a few, and how should it be maintained as a shared space. People have
been volunteering in organising these events.

The kissabaag series are transforming the neighbourhood park, from an
adda for playing cards and parking vehicles to a social cultural space
where writers, playwrights, musicians, poets of the locality gather to
share their creative pieces amongst themselves. 
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3. Community Programme

The children’s programme and the youth programme are deeply
grounded in the community. As mentioned earlier the community serves
both as a learning resource and as the first audience for the texts of the
practitioners of all the collectives. Thus engagement with community
happens at multiple levels – as parents of practitioners, as people in
conversation with the practitioners and as audience. Engagement with
the community is also happens around common issues of the locality,
and through research.The locality archive, based in Sawda Ghevra,  is
also engaged in chronicling the making of the neighborhood. Research
on people's experience of health and illness continued.

Interactions with Parents

A survey (likhne ke ird gird) was conducted in May-June 2014 to find
out parent views on independent writing by children. The survey was a
rigorous process of interactions with parents.
Consequently facilitators have interacted
with parents and shared the pedagogical
practices undertaken in the collectives. It
was shared how Ankur has visualized collec-
tives as a learning space, see children as
practitioners and how we define independent
writing. A discussion followed about why
Ankur uses the word practice for the en-
gagements of the children and young people
in the collectives. Through their creative
works progress of children was shared with
the parents. Parents engagement with the
creative practice of their children has also been explored. 

The practitioners created a form, ‘Let’s return to childhood’. They met
each other’s parents to find out about each other’s childhood. Mothers
recounted episodes, incidents and refreshed their memories. They
looked back on their childhood as well, and shared how it was different
or similar to the childhood of their children. At another meeting mother
discussed how was growing up for them, how they coped, what is dif-
ferent for their young daughters. Many women felt that their childhood
and youth just passed by - burden of domestic responsibilities, forced
and early marriage, coping with violence and abuse. They expressed a
clear determination to educate their girls and not force them into early
marriage, that against the law.
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The Community as First Audience

Each of the collectives has shared with the community its stories and ma-
terial outputs. There has been increased interface amongst children and
adults, people from different pockets, socio-cultural groups and profes-
sions. This has strengthened social bonding, and helped build the creative
resource and intellectual life in the neighbourhood.

Chronicling the making of a home

The locality archive at Sawda Ghevra is a chronicler of changes taking
place in the neighborhood and the human endeavor in making a com-
munity, post demolition and relocation. Twenty five stories have been writ-
ten, that tell the story of each house came up, and the kind of
deliberations, planning and effort that went into it. Each story brings a
different facet of the human endeavor in building a home.

Resource support to the neighborhood

The newly introduced government scheme ‘Jan-dhan yojna’ was discussed
with the community. This helped women in getting their accounts opened in
the bank. Some of the women helped other women in doing so. Information

regarding pension scheme, birth certificate,
ladli scheme for girls, disability certificate, bus
pass was also shared.  Leveraging the RTI act,
efforts were made to enroll the children at
school and get their accounts opened. 

At Sawda Ghevra, people, discussed and
tried to understand new developments in the
neighborhood, such as the installation of
Water ATM machines. They expressed their
apprehensions with respect to such costly
provisions by private agencies and ques-
tioned its rationale.They tried to understand
how to use the new ration cards, that come

like ATM cards. Daily newspapers placed outside the archive give
passersby a chance to read and discuss current political developments
and social issues and relate them to their situations at Sawda Ghevra.

People are helped in preparing for interface with political representatives
and government officials. Before the meeting with the local Councillor,
the residents met at the centre to put together their critical concerns. This
helped in making their questions more pointed and discussion more fo-
cused. Applications were written to the MLA for maintenance of the
neighborhood park. This joint effort yielded results, as the park is now
being maintained. During election time, there was discussion on people’s
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expectations from political representatives, the critical issues of the
neighborhood/city for them.

Reserch on Health

The research on health, to understand how people of working class set-
tlement experience illness and healing in their everyday lives continued
in the different localities. Some of the questions that are being explored -
How less privileged citizens experience and navigate complex medical
systems. How do people interpret illness? How do they act upon it?
Whose advice counts? How to gain access to free or paid care? And how
to protect everyday life amidst prolonged illness? How does illness affect
the family, what are the support systems and what are the challenges of
care? The pieces include snippets about brief medical encounters and in
longer narratives about prolonged treatment experiences. 
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4. Contribution to Critical 

Pedagogy

Ankur has always been eager to share its learnings and collaborate with
others to strengthen the cause of critical pedagogy and other issues con-
cerning marginalized sections of society especially children and women.
Ankur sees formal school as an institution with unlimited potential to
transform the lives of students. It seeks every opportunity to demonstrate
its pedagogic approaches in the formal school context. Ankur seeks to
work with institutions of higher learning – especially teacher training col-
leges and departments of social work to share its views of pedagogy
and community intervention. Similarly Ankur seeks linkages with other
initiatives and launches and contributes to campaigns and efforts at ad-
vocacy.

4.1 Interactions with schools
Ankur has been consistently engaging with schools in the neighborhoods
and the NCR. While the government schools are a primary area of col-
laboration and interaction, Ankur has not shied away from interacting
with private schools in the neighborhood and the city, with the aim of
benefiting children of working class settlements.

School Intervention in Ghaziabad District, Uttar Pradesh

School intervention has begun in govern-
ment schools in Bisrakh block, Ghaziabad
District of UP Noida. 

Teachers shared the need to enable stu-
dents answer questions asked in examina-
tion and how they had to struggle to get
them to memorize the lessons. Ankur recog-
nized the need to get students to relate their
lessons to their own lived realities, in the ab-
sence of which students find it difficult to
grasp the gist of the lesson. Ankur took up
lessons in the Hindi textbook of third stan-

dard – Kalarav, and developed ways in which teachers could transact
these lessons through interesting activities.

Ankur has first tried to understand the world of teachers and children as
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a whole – their relationships and interactions. Resource material around
language textbook, Kalrav, lessons of class 3, has been created for
teachers and circulated in the schools. Workshop sessions were held
with 16 teachers. The first workshop was on the importance of listening
and the second was on how to have conversations with students. 

One of the  class-room was turned into a cinema-hall, where chidlren
watched a film. which was a new experience for both teachers and stu-
dents alike. 

Classroom intervention is being carried out in collaboration with the con-
cerned teachers. Conversations were held with students on their fami-
lies, routines, what they like to do, the games they play to build a rapport
with them. They were encouraged to draw anything that they want to.
Open-ended questions based on lessons of the school textbook lessons
were posed to the students that generated discussions and brought out
plural answers. Posters were created based on these response and they
were put up on the classroom walls. Experiments with sound were un-
dertaken in the class. The exercise consisted of listening to sounds
around us and identifying them in silence. They listed sounds coming
from playground, corridors, classrooms. Various activities were done to
initiate them into writing independently. 

Teachers feel that the attendance in the classroom has improved, as a
result of the intervention.  They appreciate that children have begun writ-
ing on their own, and are becoming interested in reading and answering
questions. The principal of one of the school, expressed, “One can ob-
serve a new enthusiasm in children. Children who were earlier hesitant
to talk are openly expressing themselves. They are learning new ways
of reading, writing and learning. They are no longer afraid of being right
or wrong”. Teachers have started looking at their classes through a new
prism when they observe the curiosity and imagination of children and
how they connect through these their own lives and the lessons read.  

Interactions in neighborhood govern-
ment schools

Over the years, Ankur has built a rapport
with the government schools in neighbor-
hood. Interactions with these schools take
place in various ways. These interactions
are led by the facilitator team and members
of the collective as well, who are students of
these school. 

A film was shown to the children where the
two protagonists were afflicted with the med-
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ical condition of dwarfism, and who worked as clowns in a circus but ran
away from the circus because they were mistreated by the circus owner.
The film was used as a means to have conversations about people who
are different from the norm – why is it that we view them differently?

At the senior schools, the practitioners put up their broadsheets that are
read both by students and the teachers alike. Creative pieces have been
read out in the school. 

The school usually expects writing of children in certain standard text-
book oriented forms, but through these processes original writings of
practitioners have found a place in the school. It is not easy for school to
accept writing in a language that is beyond the boundaries of classroom
writing. One of the teachers remarked, “We never thought that children
of the school write such stories. They should participate in many more
programs from the school. Said another,‘ In our school we don’t just have
students, we have writers.‘  The teachers encourage other students to
join the Ankur collectives. They even announced it in the school assem-
bly. They ask the students of their class, who are members of the collec-
tive, to help develop the writing skills of their classmates.

Interaction with neighborhood private
schools

Storytelling festival was held in a private
school in the neighbourhood. The children
were invited to write stories on themes such
as memories, desires, the last day at school
before summer vacation, first day at school
after holidays. The writers were encouraged
to share their pieces with their classmates.
Seeing the creative works of children, the
teachers have commented that if children
are given an open platform and the freedom
to express, they do not shy away from shar-

ing. They were keen to know about ways that help in building a dialogue
with children.  

Children, community and school interaction

Often parents and children express that school do not play a role, sup-
port for future – by way of academic support, information and guidance.
To address this, Ankur intiated a process involving the senior secondary
and secondary schools of the locality, to hold a career counselling event.
Preliminary concersations were held with the Principals, and the teach-
ers, who were open to the idea. Sessions were held with students to
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guage their aspirations and plans for the fu-
ture/how they were planning to go about it.
Each student did a brief write up. While they
could articulate what they want to be, it was-
n’t clear to them as to how to go about it. At
the event teachers and principals of neigh-
borhood schools, lawyers, doctors, ngo pro-
fessionals working spoke about the possible
avenues in areas teaching, defence service,
small scale enterprise, pharmacy, nursing,
accountancy, law, media and journalism. The
event drew a very positive response from the
youth and their families, who also put up
queries to the speakers. In its own way the
event, indicated that school can also be in-
strumental in the future path that its students
take. For the parents and community, it
demonstrated the intent of support of the
school. To the school, it demonstrates the
keenness and passion of parents and young
people, with respect to education and their
future career. 

Designing ‘Celebrating Plurality Package’
for Private Schools

Conversations were held with teachers of 3 private schools to under-
stand the challenges faced and the good practices in dealing with chil-
dren belonging to economically weaker sections (EWS) who are
admitted into schools under the 25% reservation of seats for children
from EWS background as per the Right To Education Act. These con-
versations will inform the design of the  “Celebrating Plurality Package.” 
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4.2 Interactions with Institutes of Higher Education

Bachelor of Elementary Education Department, Delhi University

Three hour weekly sessions were held with 100 second year students
of Bachelor of Elementary Education, Miranda House, and Shayama
Prasad Mukherje college, Delhi University on “Story Telling and Chil-
dren’s Literature (STCL).”  Themes undertaken in the sessions - What is

the story telling? Photo log, what to log?
What is children’s literature? How to view
children literature? How to create a listening
room for story telling? How to develop litera-
ture through children’s writing? How to re-
view children literature? 

“STCL projected a challenge for me. It was
new. Throughout the time it encouraged me
to view a particular thing from different as-
pects and not from one particular aspect that
we normally see. It provoked me to question
and also taught me to make various ques-
tions about simplest of things. It helped me
to build relationships between things and to
remove the barrier that restricts me from
using my senses in an unlimited manner. It
gave me scope to twist and turn a story in
any manner. That I can write my story how-
ever I want. Also the ability to write what I
see, and listen and touch.“ (Shivali Dehliwal)

Sessions were taken on the theme of ‘Chil-
dren voices’ at the workshop on ‘Childhood’

with 50 B.El.Ed students, organized by Regional Resource Centre for
Elementary Education, Central Institute of Education, Delhi University.

Department of Social Work

An orientation session was conducted with 70 students of the first year
of MA program of Department of Social Work, Delhi University titled,
'Wake up from Amnesia' urged the students to rethink their perceptions
of margins, for the way we understand the people, determines the way
we engage with them. The presentation drew upon the writings from
Ankur collectives to illustrate the stories that abound, the creative prac-
tices of people and the skills in margins. Listening to the stories the stu-
dents felt these were facets they had never thought of, and that the poor
are often underestimated in terms of their skills and abilities.
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Discussions have also been held with the department, to initiate a pro-
gram on reflective practice for MA previous students of the Social
Work. Reflective practice can help build synergies between theory and
practice, and draws on both as learning resource for better practice. Ses-
sions on Reflective practice were conducted with 70 students of the first
year of MA program, Departement of Social Work, Delhi University. The
question posed to them for deliberation and reflection was – ‘what do
we learn from the poor‘ and not ‘what is poverty‘. The idea is to engage
in rethinking about margins.

Students of Ambedkar College, Delhi School of Social Work and Jamila
Millia Islamia have come to Ankur for field work.

Social Work Department, Gothenburg University

Research students, from Social Work Department, Gothenburg Univer-
sity, did their research on ‘Gender Empowerment through Education’.
They interacted with young girls (practitioners) from the different collec-
tives, through their narratives, to understand how Ankur‘s educational
intervention empowers them. The narratives shared were on themes
such as young women at work, women engaged in diary writing, women
of substance in the locality, going to college etc.  Feedback from Re-
becka Hammar Strom and Klara, research students from Social Work
Department, Gothenborg University.

“Ankur practitioners write stories about something that strikes them. It
could be their own experiences or some-
times they interview others to get their per-
spectives. These stories are read out to the
group and the facilitators. By discussing the
stories the practitioners get a deeper under-
standing and explore different perspectives,
and create a collective understanding and
knowledge about phenomenon. The girls tell
their stories with confidence. They seemed
confident about their achievements in life, by
overcoming obstacles.

Ankur collective gives opportunities to young
women to get new experiences and new per-
spectives of their surroundings. Ankur is a place for girls to figure out how
to progress and improve their skills It is a place were they learn to listen
to what others have to say and how to communicate with people in a col-
lective.  ‘Listening to learn, and learning to listen‘ sums up Ankur‘s work
very well.”
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The locality archive remained a crucial re-
source for students, researchers, social work-
ers, educators and journalists visiting Sawda. 

Presentation at Women’s Development
Centre, Laxmi Bai College, Delhi Univer-
sity

A presentation on the theme of Women and
Education was made in the seminar on ‘En-
gendering State and Society - Inquiries from
a feminist perspective’. The presentation,
Apni Duniya ki Naqqashi Karti Zindagiyaan

(Lives creating contours of their lives), drew upon the writings of young
women, and posed the strengths and challenges of creative engage-
ments in making a dent in gender relationships. 

Ankur was interviewed for a research project for the Global Urban Hu-
manities Initiative at UC Berkeley that focuses on participation in the
urban metropolises of São Paulo and New Delhi.
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4.3 Linkages with other initiatives

Sustained collaboration continued with Anubhuti Sewa Samiti, in Kasganj
district of Uttar Pradesh state. The young people were initiated into writing,
practitioners have also been felicitated. To revive the rich  literary traditions
of this region to which Tulsidas and Amir Khusro belong, youth were invited
to contribute their creative pieces in the form of stories, poems, articles;
around themes such as cultural of cinema, television, folk songs, transporta-
tion, haat bazaar, work, migration.  Inputs in designing the community hub
of Anubhuti, were provided.  

Ankur collaborated on the exhibition event ‘Di-
versity and Strength’ with TDH and its Delhi
based partner NGOs. Yashoda Singh, author
of  “Dastak” participated in the session on ‘Sub-
altern women’s writers’ facilitated by noted fem-
inist historian and publisher, Urvashi Butalia. 

A display was put up on the theme of ‘Alterna-
tives in Education’ at the National event of Tdh in
which about 45 NGOs participated. Ankur also
made a presentation on its work at the Regional
meeting. Some of the questions posed were –
How does writing by children about their locality
help them at school?  How do we engage chil-
dren working at brick kiln sites in such processes,
where the brick kiln owners are rather hostile or
unsupportive? How do we engage rag pickers in
creative practices, for they are always on the
move? People also expressed that many of the
practices can also be done in other contexts to
bring out the voice and creativity of children. 

Ankur team put up a display on the theme of
‘Children as Authors’ at an NGO meet, organ-
ised by Bal Sahyog. 

Ankur was interviewed for a study commis-
sioned by National Foundation of India, to doc-
ument innovative interventions to address
issues of adolescent and youth sexuality and
reproductive health issues.

Ankur linked up with organisations such as Ac-
tion India and Mobile Crèches to share peda-
gogical work. 
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4.4 Campaigns and advocacy

‘Right to Creativity’ 

Ankur has initiated the Right to
Creativity/Rachne ka Adikaar is a      cam-
paign to establish the right of children to
speak, to show and to write; and to ensure
that adults listen, see, read and engage with
their creative works. It is when children's
creative works are valued and engaged
with, that they become sharp observers, ac-
tive listeners, and creative readers as they
will search for resources to make their cre-
ations rich with content. The Right to Cre-

ativity/Rachne ka Adhikaar Campaign aims to give back childhood to
children, while helping them become responsible and creative adults.

As part of the right to creativity campaign,
Ankur conducted a ten day workshop with
children of Bal Sahyog, a residential institu-
tion for vulnerable children, on the theme of
‘Connaught Place - ek nai  nazar se’. It was
a very unique opportunity for children of the
institution, to explore Connaught Place, the
area where their instittution is located. They
explored the markets, interviewed vendors,
shopkeepers, old and new residents/visitors.
A booklet is being developed based on this
exercise.  A script-writing workshop was
planned for the practitioners, with a script
writer of the film Iqbal but had to be post-
poned to April. 

Juvenile Justice

Ankur, as member of Prochild, a network of
organisations for child protection, took part
in the deliberations on the amendmends to
the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Act 2000. Ankur was part of the
team that met a few of the parliamenterians
in this regard.
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Child Labour

Ankur made a presentation  in the ‘Education and Schooling‘session at
the National Conference on ‘Sustainable solutions in the fight against child
labour in home based craft production’ organised by Centre for Education
and Communication. The presentation stressed that advocacyefforts for
quality education need to deliberate upon the link between quality edu-
cation and empowerment of marginalized children, the kind of knowledge
children and their communities bring and the ways in which skills available
in a working class settlement can be drawn upon as a pedagogical  re-
source. It is important to demonstrate the creative potential of children to
parents so that they begin to view child labor is a monumental waste of
potential. 

Violence Against Women

In collaboration with One Billion Rising campaign, on the issue of vio-
lence against women,  sessions were held in the communities with the
practitioners of the collectives. They discussed the kinds of violence and
harassment girls and women experience. This led to a discussion on vi-
olence in all spheres of life, be it family, work space and public sphere.
The relationship between patriarchy and violence and why women
choose to remain silent was also discussed.  It was underlined that there
is a need to build our confidence to raise voice against violence, and
ending violence needs a strong collective effort that can change the
mindset of society. The young women articulated their right to safe
spaces. They raised the issue with other women in the neighborhood.
Some of the practitioners shared the campaign materials in their
schools. 

Environment

Two representatives attended the youth convention on ‘Ecological Rights
for today and tomorrow’ organised by HEAL and CARE with support
from TDH. The Delhi team presented the ecological concerns of Delhi
through role-plays at the consultation.  Prior to the consultation, a
session was held with Awadhendra Sharan from CSDS ( Centre for the
Study of Developing Societies), Delhi to understand these concerns in
the contemporary historical perspective. 

Two practitioners and a facilitator attended the consultation on Right to
Water, at Lucknow. The sessions focused on understanding the politics
of water – the differential access to water – the class and caste divide,
the rural and urban scenario.
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